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Abstract

1

A

The present study evaluated the effect of Applying a mastery learning
r

.,, model to sight word instruction for learning-disabled,-elementary-

t_
__achOoi youngsters: Thirty -two Children, dra0n from diagnostic class-

rooms -and clinics, were taught 30 sight words in. nine lessons over a

ieriod of three Veeks:Viiiioiiiincorporated the following remedial.

principlei: limiting the size of the_ teaching._ giving discrimi-

nation training, providing ideguatepractice and rev#wind utilizing

a variety.of'contektsto insure transfer. Posttest.peifoiMance, at

the,end of the-three weeks, indicated that 84% of the sample was

able to attain 80% oretter accuracy on lists or-sentences containing

the 30-wordal. ReSulteofthis'investigation suggest that a majority

'of LD-children can reach mastery on sight swords within a reasonable

time framework if instruction incorporates important remedial

-r
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2

Applying the Mastery Learning Model to Sight Word Instruction

for Disabled Readers

The mastery-learning-instructional-model "(Bloom, 1960' proposes

that a majority of children may be able to achieve the same amount
. .

of learning (i.e., master the-sime material) if two conditions are

met. First, each learner must be ,given sufficient time to master

each learning step in an instructional dequence.. Second, children

must be given the appropriate help and feedback in order to correct

and rework the-learning steps until each.is mastered. The goal of

-mastery learning strategies is to fix achievement for a group at

some-constant mastery level and,tanipulate instruction (such as the

.amount of repetition, feedback, or correction) so that all pupils

attain -it. Thus, the essence of mastery learning strategies, stated

by Bloom (1977), is "group instruction supplemented by frequent feed-

back and- individualized help ,as each student needs it." (p. 24)

lqpoWi'approadh incorporates what is essentially teapher-d!eCted

group instruction; it is the amount of practic and feedback t at is

"individualized.

Although the elements of the mastery learning model are not new,

it is only in recent ,years that effective strategies and programs

_
labeled mastery leaffikg-have-been-developed-anduresearChed, Accord-

ing to Block (1971), mastery,learning procedures share many features,:

specification of instructional objectives; well-defined learning tasks;

complete mastery of one task before going on to another; absolute or

-7-dtititlftte-iidaditaliatitiktd determine mastery; and- ;repeated

7



Instruction until mastery is achieved. lince-the-goal-of-mastery.

-learnirig-ivfor learners to reach a .SpeCifitd-criterion-level of

perforMance, this last'feature--recycling or giving repeated oppor-

tunities for children to attain satisfactory performance--is a crucial

one, particularly for slow learners.

The efficacy of.masterylearning strategies appears to be

well-documented for different age groups of normal learners (Block,

1971; Burrows & ()key, 1975; Glaser, 1968; Ratims, 1977; Lawler, Dick,

&'Riser, 1974; Suppes, 1964). There his been less research, however,

on mastery learning interventions with learning disabled, children.

In a critical review of mastery learnirig theory, Mueller (1976)

suggested that mastery learning's optimal usefulness might se

specifically in teaching basic skills at the elementary gradeilevel,

especially to slow learners or those who do not learn independefitly
\

Since the model hypothesized a reduction in failure, Mueller-stathd

that mastery learning would be an effective model to use with

educationally disadvantaged children at all grade levels. One reason

that mastery learning procedurei may be particularly, appropriate for

; -----:---
slow_ learners or learning disabled children is that theseistrateglis,

. %.

are intended to allow for equal levels of,performance.from learners,

regardless of children's entering abilities, or what Bloom (1968)

Malls cognitive entry behaviors. In fact, many learning disabilities

specialiSts and researchers (Bryant, 1965; Haring & Bateman, 1977;

Johnson & Mykiebust, 1967) agree that instruction for disabled young-
,.

sters needs to be systematic and incorporateiiany of the features that

are inherent in mastery learning strategies.

8
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Variation in time to learn between children with.high and low

entry. behaviors poses one of the major problems in. incorporating

__mastery learning theory into group ihstruction,partitularly for

.,learning disabled children who, although consistently low in achieve-

ment, may exhibit wide ranges in abilitle or prerequisite knowledge.

Although group instruction may not be as desirable for handicapped

learners as individual, tutorial instruction, few educational set-

tings for learning disabled chifdien have the means to provide

individual tutoring.

The major goal of the present research was-to develop and

document the effectiveness of group experimental proCedures designed

to be efficient in accomplishing mastery in sight word,reading within

reasonable time limits for learning disabled children. Specifically,

the research sought to answer 'the question: What are the initial and

cumulative effects of mastery sight word procedures on the achievement

of learning disabled children?

Method

Subjects,

A total of '32 children (26 boys'and 6 girls) who had been diagnosed

as-learning-disabIed-wera-selected-from-populations of elementary adbool
1

children enrolled in diagnostic-remedial classes in New 'fork City pub-

lic, schools or in remedial reading classes conducted at two psycho-

educational clinics in New York City. Children had been categorized as

learning disabled by school or clinic personnel because of discrepancies

between intellectual functioning and reading achievement. No child



with primary sensory, emotional, or neurological difficulties was

inciUded in:the-sample.

The following Criteria were used to select children for the

study: (a) Teachers or clinicians selected those children who

they felt had-poor sight word vocabularies. (b) On pretests, chil-

dreg demonstrated a lack-of knowledge'of the specific words to be

taught.

The sample of children had a mean chronological age of 121

months (1q.. 20; range a 86-162), a mean Full Scale IQ (Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for ChildrenRevised) Of 87 (51,0 a 11; range - 70-119),

and a mean word recognition grad equivalent (Wide Range Achievement

Test--Reading subteit) of 2.2 (S = 1; range a 1:0-3.5). Children

were drawn from populations th4Tipresented predominantly lower
:,

sOcioLeconomic levels and black or hispanic ethnic backgrounds.

Procedure

In order to facilitate mastery learning, the following instructional

proceduies were used: Teaching in 5-word units; dropping word; temporarily

as they tre,learnedl_providing distributed. practice-across- days;-giving

specific discrimination'training; and, training for transfer. Lessons

were constructed,to provide all children w 'Ith an opportunity to achieve

mastery of: (a) thirti sight, words in list presentation; (b) discrimina-

tion of these words from visually similar miscue words; and (c) reading

of these'wotds in sentences and stories consisting of the thirty words.,

All children received nine 30-minute periods, of instruction. The

children_wre.taught in groups of two to five on three different days

each week for three-consecutive weeks. The leiions were conducted-by
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six experimental teachers who were graduate students in special edu-

, -cation or reading. All teachers received training which included

careful reading of lesson scripts, familiiiiiitibn with teaching
,
1

iaterials, and simulated activities for each part of the lessons.

In addition, each teacher was observed during an instructional period

to insure, that procedures were carried out according to the pre-.

scribeditripts.
.Afr

Instructional objectives. The first step in applying the mastery
.

learning model to sight word instruction was the specification of

objectives and definition of the corresponding learning tasks to be

mastered. Ten different words 'were taught during each week. .Mastery

\.4

of a week's words was defilied4as reaching
`\

criterion,(a fixed achieve-

ment level of one correct trial) on each of the following: (a) reading

; \

!
. .1\ . .

each training word- correctly in two five-ord lists; (t) reading each

/ '- '
training wordcorrectly in one combined ten-word list; (c) rejecting

I

\
.

twenty nonsense miscue words (two per training word) that differed

' by either a middy or final letter from the training words; (d) reading

at least two phrases and sentences;containing the training words; and,

(e) reading one short story containing all ten words.
1

Summary of mastery lesson format. Each week of.instruction was

the same, except that a different sq of ten words was taught each week.

The order of presentation ofwords within a week remained constant,

but the order of presentation for specific sets of words was counter-

:

balanced across instructional groups. in'the first lesson, children

received introductory activities on five of the ten words to be taught,

followed by mastery practice. The coslponents of mastery practice were

1

;
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essentially the same across all days of instruction: Children read

the words from individual cards while the teacher reccrded the number

of trills-needed by'each%child to reaccriterion on'ill words on a

separate recording °sheet. Whenever a Child' made an error, the teacher
:N\

recorded an incorrect trial and gave the correct response; the child

immediately repitted the word. All pupils were able to reach criterion

(i.e., one corretrial-per-worA), within five trials. Only misread

words were recycled fo children until each was mastered:- Once a

word was read correctly, was,dr'pped from that .partidular child's

list. Children -in iOgroup who re ched criteriOlkon 411 wOrdi within

a minimum number of trialt reMknL actiVely involved in-the lesson

,
1 s'd

t N.
)through choral responding (after another child read a word correctly).

I

/
Introductory activities and mastery racticelgiven in a similar

/

fashion for the second five words. Theitwo five-word units were then

combined and practiced to mastery usin e total set of ten words.. .

Discrimination training was. also provided during the first lesson.

Children were shown training words mixed with miscue words in which

either a middle or final litter was changed; they were instructed to

read each reaktraining word'and reject (say "no" to)-eac nonsense

miscue word:

`.

' The second leston began with a review of the len training words-

followed by phrase and sentence reading practice in' which children .

read first one-word, and then two -word' and three-word phrases, and

eventually sentences containing the-ten training, words.

Children then practiced at least two sentences- (containing foUr different

training Wyrds)'until they read them accurately. In lesson three,
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children received both silent and oral reading practice as well as

. -

comprehension exercises on a short story incorporating all ten words.

Instruction during Week's Two and Three also included cumulative

practice on all previous weeks' words in list presentation and in

. sentences.

Materials. The ten training words for each week were selected

to meet the following Criteria:. (1) they were not likely to be in

a child's sight word repertoire; (2) they were likely to be in a

child's speaking vocabulary; and, (3) they were grouped according

to one central theme so that they could be incorporated into a

meaningful short story. Sixty different nonsense miscue words (two

per training word) were also used during training. The specific

training words and examples of miscue words are shown in Table 1.



-- Table 1

TrainingWords/and Examples of Miscue Words_Used_During Instruction

Set A ,-Set B

1'

Set C

Training Words Miscue Words Training-W6rds Miscue Words Training Words Miscue Words

Winsie Barbara Barbaru Albert Alberh

pigeon pigeov scarf scirf point pajnt.

//
soldier :16Oltier: jacket jackeh -ceiling ceilinp

. -.7,:,- i
,

touch 'toucd --' cashier castier Elisabeth Elimabeth
/ /,

Willie" Wiltie. // argue arguo mosquito mosquiti

cereal cereab // Bertha Beelha mark, ,mack

.

,

/ /

ighOvel shomel sweater sweatem ladder laddec
_ .

recipe. recipu blouse blOns-e shoves shives

.calm cakm collar collas cough cougd

suggest- suggeel _ sleeves .ileoves rilifis ruons
t

1
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Measurement. An individually-administered test was given one

day prior to instruction as a pretest and one day after training as

a posttest. It consisted of the thirty sight words in list presents-,

tion and in sentences::

Children were also given individual, criterion-referenced tests

at the end of each week of instruction. Each weekly test consisted

of the ten training words for the week and ten miscue words.

In order to assess a child's learning rate on the material pre-

sented in the lessons, the number of trials needed to reach criterion

on items was tabulated.' Two learning-rate measures were computed by

summing the number of trials needed to read each word correctly one

tiMein.a- 5-word grouping (5-word trials score) and in a 10-word

grouping (10-word trials score).
f

Results

Children made significant gains from pretest to posttest in

their ability to read words in list presentation and in the context
,

of-sentences. Table 2 summarizes the pretest and posttest performance

of the group. The average number of words read correctly in list

1/4

format increased significantly from 2.2 (7%) out of 30 on the pretest

to 26.9, (90%) on the posttest, t (31) = 33.70, Il (.001. Similarly,

the number of words read correctly in sentences increased from 1.4 (5%)

on the pretest to 26.7 (89%) on the posttest, t (31) = 30.42, 2. (.001.

Children needed, on'the average, 35.1 trials (SD = 5.2) to read all

words' correctly one time in a 5-word grouping and 36.8'trials (SD = 6.6)

to.read them correctly in a 10-word grouping.

15
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Words Read COrrectly

on Pretest and Posttest

Possible

/ PreteSt Posttest

Measure Range 1 SD % 3 SD X Gain

Words in 0-30 2.2"/ (3.0)' 7% 26.9 (4.6) 90% 24.7*

list pre-

sentation

Words in

sentences

0-30 1.4 (3.0) 5% 26.7 (4.5) 89% 25.3

*
Gains are significant at` the .001 level.

Note. N 5. 32.

16



Of the entire group of- children, 27 (84%) had 80% accuracy on the

posttest., It is interesting to note that 25 children (78%) had 90%

accuracy and 10 children (33.3%) had 100% accuracy on the posttest.

Thus, the mastery learning strategies were successful in bringing-the

majority of children to an 80%'or better criterion level on sight word

and sentencereading at the end'of three weeks of instruction:

A summary of-the group's mean weekly posttest performance, pre-

sented in Table 3, indicates that the children retained, on the average,,,

between 85% and 90% of the words taught each week. The number of

correct discriminations. nada (i.e., correct rejections of miscues)

was between 75%'and-80% each week. The weekly'instruCtion was,

therefore, effective in teaching disabled-readers to both read and

,discriminatesight words at a high level of accuracy.

Table 3

Average Weekly Performance on Sight Word Reading

and Discrimination

Word Set

Words . Discrimination

SD . % I SD %

Set A 8.7 (1.9) 87% 8.0 (1.6) 80%

Set B 8.6 (2.0) 86% 7.5 (-D.9) 75%

-Set C' 8.5 -/(1.7) 85% 7.8 (1.9) 78%

Note. 14\ii 32.

Sossible range for all Y's is 0710.
17
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. - Five of the children (16% of the total group) retained only

60% Of the words taught. Two factors, in particular,-appear to

differentiate these children from the total group. The first is
the 310-word_trials: score, or the total number of triali needed to

read iic t word -correctly in a 10-word list. For each child this

score- fell more thin -one Standard .deviation above the mean :Of the

entire Igroup. The, second measure is the averige7riumber of ,words

read -cd rectly on the- three weekly testi. -For each of these\ children,

this scorewas more thin one standard deviation eltral the group mean.

ilthotti. these Children received. additional, practice to criterion on

words tli\y read incorrectly on weekly tests, their -final posttest
performanci still fell below SOX accuracy. Significant correlations

Were obtained, between the-trials .scOre and :posttest. performance (t f.J2)
andlietwoen the weekly test scores and_ poSt test performanc "(r %BS)

.

These 'correlations suggest thit children who need, more-than the average

number tteMpts. to read -each word=-correctly in a 10-wcirtt unit -and vhci

perform-:below. criterion -level -on-- weekly measures - -are most-ikely -to
obtain lowir overall : posttest scores.

In Summary, all 32 children were able to learn the 30 stgli

- words_ and only 14X had difficulty retaining_ them: Children, were

able ,to,read words in- lists or sentences. with an equal degree of

-proficiency.

18



Discussion

The present investigation documented: the effeCtivenest of

applYing.the,:isaitery .learning ,model.to. sight word instruction,

:for' grOuPli :of-. learning. ft:11404d children. One conclusion, based-

on s..,from previousmastery learning,. interventions,

is Oat -.Mastery let ins -strategies,,enable at letit 80% 'of =all
-*indent* to. reach a = iglv level tOf final achievenient..,-% .On the bailie

.. .

of° the present, :find s,, this' -4 OnclUSion, 'can: -be 'extended 'to disabled

.childteniz the .,learning 'diSabIed youngsters lii the present'
\\.

itudy,attaiiied at least :an -80Z, accuracy 'level on 30-r Sight: Words-

after a ..day2.A.nstru#iOnal ;itip.ieitce :that incorporated -mastery':

'learnint:Strategies,
r.

-concede 'that, even 'with efficient

',instructional ,,,ProcedUreS that :teach for -Mastery, some students' (at
. /

ii9.1t*t"20%),:,,,Will,,,nOtettain,''t :specified, criterion- level.: -Five.,children--. - .e. . ..

(10), in the 1,i'eiseht, StUdy,'had. lest,than:110% accuracy on the.poisttest.

For. .these. children,vthe,MaCterit, learning inO44,1cOY .s;ill have eduCational

advantages-over ,other Instructional-Models;' what .may ,bemecessary are
,further instructional refinements' rather than ebandoinee.nt of the 'iodei.

For ..exazili.re-;-"lar---io-nies-thi-laretiT

-tiot. by teaching the iitie-'SuMber of words Cialler units' or by pro-
,

viding. more7 **Petition' or 'trials per 'Word. some instances, .irtatine ".

.4'

tiOnaLobjtctivef: may need to. be Modified to i etch the ability of the
.... .

Ilearner, such as- 'teaching fewer words. each-,-Veels,, teaching easier
. ,. . . . -

vordit or loWeting, achievement expectations. It is. potsible that
\ I

some .chiidren,,itai even reqUire- a. different , more engagig instructional
. ,
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i5

mode. For example, multi-sensory techniques or 'audio-visual materials

might be apPrOpriate.additionsto instruction.

Further research is needed to determine Whether or not these

few children with:inadequate retention oan be expected to- reach a

higher-440.4 accuracy oa sight-wcadreading tasks; The iffectiVe-
\

. ,

nest of =some of -tfie modifications suggested above needs to betetted

vilithin'in experimental framework. The indtrudtioakl/prodedUres'

described- not' onlyierVe_as .aModel of effitient InitrUCtion for
, f

leirning disabled YoOngsters,7theyalio provide diagnostic-information

about learners then deatelp teachers- presdribe the most4Opropriati

find- most' oPtiMal-teaching,

Ia suMmery* thspresent Study indicated that the-4PplicatiOn of

.mastery learning- strategiektosighe Word,instruCtion far. learning.

disabled_childred is effective in 'bringing the_guijority Of,d,b4414'

.

to elligh_eriterion- level OM vithikreisOnable.instructiOnatillSei

Itespuice,rdom teachers-or specialists who work with Mohildrewia

,small groups are'often faced with the problem of proViding-rei4ing

instzucti¢a, to :a.l children ,within -a -40: or 50-minute-period, Which it

not sufficient time to-allow-them toteach individu ally: poi these

itcheriwtaiiterylearning-Strategiesi such st those outiiaed-inthii
, A

,

.

P r .cOnetitUte an,effective p rocedure'for-teedhing basid,, sight word
,,...-

Tel ing ikillstojearning ditibled,Ohildrea.

20
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